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Chapter 701: Elementalist Charge 

 

Raging Flames! 

A pillar of fire shot up from beneath the stone pillar and enveloped Hazy Scene. Zhao Yuzhe really liked 

this move. It was a very flashy entrance and it also made it difficult for the opponent to grasp his 

whereabouts. Zhao Yuzhe felt great just thinking about it. 

It would be the same as before, right? 

Zhao Yuzhe thought to himself. When he quickly cast his spell and prepared to attack his target, he 

suddenly discovered that he couldn’t find his target! 

He could see a lot of players in his field of view, but none of them were his target. Where did that 

Enlightened Lord go? 

Zhao Yuzhe had been delighted at himself because he thought the opponent wouldn’t be able to find 

him, but he didn’t think that he himself would be the one to be unable to find his opponent. The pillar of 

fire from Raging Flames would hide him from view, but it also obstructed his line of sight. During that 

time, Enlightened Lord unexpectedly disappeared from view. There were players running around and 

fighting everywhere. Just where did he go? 

He had already cast the spell and the skill went on cooldown. If he didn’t throw the spell somewhere, it 

would be a waste. Zhao Yuzhe was helpless. He could only place the Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire at 

the position where he remembered Enlightened Lord being at. 

Hazy Scene soon landed on the ground. There was still no sign of Enlightened Lord inside Heavenly 

Lightning’s area of effect. Finding a specific person in such a large-scale fight wasn’t easy, even for a pro 

player. Pro players wouldn’t practice this sort of combat awareness. The team competitions were five 

versus five. Why would he ever need to practice large-scale battles like the one taking place here? 

However, all pro players came from the game. If the pro player never played the game, how did the pro 

player get noticed? Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t a stranger to large-scale battles. He didn’t care about which side 

won the battle. He only wanted to hurry up and find that Enlightened Lord. 

Zhao Yuzhe thought in this way, but who else did? Anyone with a Howling Height guild tag was a target 

for Heavenly Justice. As soon as he landed, several players started attacking him. 

Zhao Yuzhe was truly quite skilled. Hazy Scene landed on the ground and did a 180 degree turn. His 

Elementalist chanted several instant-cast spells, stopping the incoming players from closing in on him. 

Then, he formed an Elemental Power, launching three players into the air. Zhao Yuzhe had no plans on 

tussling with these players and dashed into the enemy ranks. His Elementalist charged into battle like a 

Battle Mage. Zhao Yuzhe clearly didn’t think much of these players. 

Of course, if he really was up against so many enemies alone, he wouldn’t be so rash. However, he knew 

that he wasn’t a lone soldier fighting an army. He might not admit it, but he was very satisfied with how 

Howling Heights coordinated with his movements. 



It was the same as before. West Riding Wind knew that he couldn’t order Zhao Yuzhe to do anything, so 

he dispatched a group to assist Zhao Yuzhe. It was very effective. Zhao Yuzhe’s skill level was much 

higher than the enemy players and he easily tore through Heavenly Justice’s formation. West Riding 

Wind immediately ordered his troops to charge through that opening. 

Even though Zhao Yuzhe’s target wasn’t the group battle, West Riding Wind still fully utilized his skills. 

"Cut off their contact with the boss. That Knight!!" West Riding Wind shouted. 

He hoped Zhao Yuzhe would see this point and help him attack that Knight, but he knew that it was just 

an extravagant hope. Zhao Yuzhe was only thinking to kill that God to show off his skills. How could he 

care about a boss? 

Who would have thought that before he even finished yelling it out, he saw a spell hit that Knight. It hit 

that Knight right when the boss was attacking him too. Not only did both attacks hit and deal heavy 

damage, but it also interrupted the Knight’s rhythm. Gladiator Vitalivis’s direct hit knocked the Knight to 

the ground. 

That attack was too beautiful! 

West Riding Wind praised. It was unexpectedly Zhao Yuzhe’s Hazy Scene, who executed that attack. 

West Riding Wind’s impression of Zhao Yuzhe improved by a lot. When it mattered, that punk was really 

dependable! 

"Protect him!" On Heavenly Justice’s side, eighty percent of Ye Xiu’s attention was on the boss. How 

could he not have seen that attack? Don’t look at how their Knight group was leading the boss along, the 

crucial moments depended on that Knight called Knight of the West. The other Knights were relying on 

their taunt skills to hold the boss. Those taunts couldn’t chain together for very long. A steady control 

over the aggro still depended on Knight of the West. 

Heavenly Justice had failed to protect Knight of the West, but then again, Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t an ordinary 

person. His attack had been extremely precise. He borrowed Gladiator Vitalivis’s attack to put the Knight 

of the West in danger. Knight of the West wasn’t always Gladiator Vitalivis’s target. His aggro was 

constantly being split between the other Knights. Knight of the West just happened to be in the way. 

The boss wasn’t so stupid that he wouldn’t care about any other players when he was heading towards 

his target. 

Right when Gladiator Vitalivis happened to be attacking Knight of the West, Zhao Yuzhe attacked. A pro 

player truly did know how to seize opportunities. 

Ye Xiu immediately ordered players to go up and protect him. At the same time, he healed Knight of the 

West. Fortunately, Gladiator Vitalivis’s aggro wasn’t on Knight of the West at that time, so he didn’t 

continue attacking. If not, even an immortal would have trouble saving Knight of the West. 

Gladiator Vitalivis didn’t continue. How could Howling Heights miss this opportunity? West Riding Wind 

had his troops charge ferociously to do anything they could to take down Knight of the West. 

Ye Xiu had predicted it though. After Knight of the West was rescued, he didn’t continue attacking the 

boss and instead retreated to the protection of his allies. If he didn’t attack, the boss’s aggro on him 

would slowly decrease, but his life was much more important right now. 



Ye Xiu was prompt with his decisions. Although Howling Heights pounced on him fiercely, the target was 

quickly protected. No matter how fiercely they fought, they wouldn’t be able to kill their target. As the 

two sides fought, Ye Xiu finally noticed Hazy Scene. That attack was perfectly timed. If it was on purpose, 

then no matter if it was his mechanics or his awareness, this player was very skilled. Any player could 

see that. 

"Who is he?" Ye Xiu asked Thousand Falling Leaves. He was using a Cleric, so he often stood with 

Thousand Falling Leaves, who was also a Cleric. 

"Who?" Thousand Falling Leaves didn’t know who Ye Xiu was talking about. 

"That Elementalist, Hazy Scene." Ye Xiu said. 

"No idea. I don’t recognize him." Thousand Falling Leaves said. 

"He’s quite skilled." After Ye Xiu noticed him, he could tell that he was an expert. That previous attack 

wasn’t a coincidence. 

"He is." Ocean Ahead walked over and commented. Players of the same class liked to compare 

themselves to one another. Ocean Ahead had been comparing himself with Hazy Scene ever since he 

started noticing him. He was quite surprised because this person wasn’t an ordinary expert. 

While Ye Xiu and the others were observing him, Zhao Yuzhe was constantly searching. In the end, he 

finally found Enlightened Lord. 

He really is still here! 

Zhao Yuzhe was delighted. West Riding Wind thought his attack was to help him win this battle for the 

boss, but in reality, Zhao Yuzhe wanted to injure the enemy’s core in order to lure Enlightened Lord out. 

Now that he finally found his target, he tossed the boss aside and directly went after Enlightened Lord. 

West Riding Wind wasn’t ready for such a sudden change in target. Although the two sides didn’t 

communicate, he always sent out players to assist him. It was a crucial moment for the boss right now, 

but Hazy Scene was suddenly going somewhere else..... 

West Riding Wind turned around and saw Enlightened Lord. 

He’s still trying to go after the leader? West Riding Wind thought about it. That was good too. If they 

could get rid of the leader, their victory would be that much easier. 

As a result, while he continued to have his players cut off Heavenly Justice from the boss, he also sent 

out a portion of his players to assist Zhao Yuzhe’s attack. 

"He’s coming!" Ocean Ahead cried out, when he saw Hazy Scene charging over. 

He’s charging over! 

These words were rarely used to describe an Elementalist! 

"He’s coming for you, God!" Thousand Falling Leaves shouted. 

"Protect me." Ye Xiu said. 



This was very normal for a Cleric, but it felt weird for Ocean Ahead and Thousand Falling Leaves, hearing 

it come out of Ye Xiu’s mouth..... 

Thinking was one thing, but they still did what they had to do. 

Ocean Ahead waved his staff and cast a Fire Wall towards Hazy Scene to push him back. 

Hazy Scene flickered and warped through the Fire Wall with a Teleport. He waved his staff and returned 

a Fire Wall to push Ye Xiu and the others towards him. The other Howling Height players ignored the fire 

wall. They had Clerics. That little amount of damage was nothing. 

With a Fire Wall coming at him, Ye Xiu had Enlightened Lord retreat as he continued to instruct the 

Knights on the other side. 

"Pull it towards the trap zone!" Ye Xiu didn’t shout this order out and instead typed it into the team 

chat. 

The Knights understood. They had prepared this set-up beforehand. The Knights checked the direction 

and pulled Gladiator Vitalivis over 

The eyes of the Thieves, who had set up the traps, lit up. They had been waiting for this moment for a 

long time! 

Chapter 702: Just This Guild? 

 

"Don’t run!" Zhao Yuzhe shouted loudly, when he saw Enlightened Lord retreating. 

Ye Xiu ignored him. He focused on instructing the Knights on dealing with the boss because the boss 

would soon enter the trap zone set up by their group’s Thieves. 

Zhao Yuzhe’s Hazy Scene chased after Ye Xiu. Ocean Ahead noticed that this enemy Elementalist was 

very skilled and wanted to confirm it for himself. After sending players out to block any enemy support, 

the two Elementalists began fighting each other. 

On the boss’s side, Gladiator Vitalivis was chasing after the taunting Heavenly Justice Knights. The 

Howling Height Knights followed after the gladiator liked idiots. No matter what they tried, they couldn’t 

get the boss’s attention. Helpless, they could only use their bodies to block the gladiator from 

advancing. The boss wouldn’t just lock onto their target and ignore everything else. When it needed to 

attack, it would attack. The Howling Height Knights stalled for time using their bodies as meat shields. 

The rest of their group charged over and tried to disrupt the enemy’s control over the boss’ aggro. 

Heavenly Justice was obviously trying their hardest to prevent that from happening. 

Characters fell one after another. Equipment dropped all over the ground, but not many paid too much 

attention to these pieces of equipment. The wild boss was way more important than anything else right 

now. Any losses in the battle would be compensated by the guild, so no one complained. 

Gladiator Vitalivis had difficulty advancing because of this Knight blockade. There were always Howling 

Height players in front of him risking their life to block its path. A huge number of players slowly moved 

forward in this way. Ahead of them was the trap zone. Heavenly Justice was well aware of it and tried 



their hardest to conceal it. Howling Heights didn’t notice it though. They continued to tussle with the 

boss until the first trap activated! 

Bang! 

A blaze exploded into a lotus flower: a fire trap. That wasn’t the only trap in the area. As soon as the first 

trap triggered, two other traps next to it also triggered. A sea of fire instantly engulfed any surrounding 

players. 

The Heavenly Justice players wouldn’t take damage from the triggered traps. Gladiator Vitalivis was a 

powerful Level 70 wild boss. Let alone three traps, thirty traps were nothing to him. The Howling Height 

players suffered though. They were focusing on blocking the boss from reaching Heavenly Justice’s 

players and had no idea that there would be traps placed here. 

The damage from three Fire Traps wouldn’t be enough to instantly kill anyone, but Heavenly Justice 

wasn’t just standing around, watching the flames burn. When the traps triggered, Heavenly Justice 

immediately barraged Howling Heights’ knights with AoE attacks, instantly killing numerous players. 

"There are traps!" Howling Heights finally noticed them. 

"Disarm them!" Someone shouted. Several characters rushed out from the troops and ran forward into 

the area of traps. Not long afterwards, a few traps had already been disarmed. 

Thieves could place traps and disarm traps. In addition, Thieves were Howling Height’s specialty. The 

Alliance’s number one Thief player, Fang Rui, was a part of Team Wind Howl. Whether it was playing 

dirty or using Thieves, Howling Heights were the experts of it all. 

At this moment, the Thief group skillfully disarmed numerous traps, making Heavenly Justice’s Thieves 

quite gloomy. 

"Have people leave the group and trigger the traps!" Seeing how skillful Howling Heights was at 

disarming traps, Ye Xiu gave a ruthless order. Because he wasn’t familiar with the players in the group, it 

wasn’t good to pick out names for this kind of suicidal tactic. He simply passed it on to Thousand Falling 

Leaves and had her arrange it. 

Don’t look at Thousand Falling Leaves as a girl. She was quite decisive. Without any delay, she gave the 

order in the group. The names didn’t matter. It was more important that the ones who undertook the 

task would be compensated. 

The dirty Thieves immediately became brave after knowing that they would be compensated for their 

actions. Thousand Falling Leaves obviously couldn’t have them swarm out into the field and make a 

mess, so she picked out names and made arrangements. The first willing player from Heavenly Justice 

headed back to the battlefield. The Howling Height Thieves were still disarming traps, when suddenly 

"Bang!" Numerous traps triggered and exploded. All of the traps were AoE attacks. In an instant, poison, 

ice, and fire swallowed their group.... 

The Thieves from Howling Heights were all experts! No one questioned whether one of them had been 

careless. They guessed that Heavenly Justice had directly dispatched players to trigger the traps. 



In an instant, all of the Thieves knew that their situation wasn’t looking up. They weren’t tanky classes in 

the first place. After being caught up in the explosion of several traps, their health bars had drastically 

fallen. Heavenly Justice had naturally made arrangements beforehand. Heavenly Justice’s executioners 

launched their attacks and wiped out the Howling Height Thieves. 

The boss wasn’t affected in any way. Heavenly Justice’s Knights were heavily protected. They didn’t 

need to come any closer to the traps either. For now, Howling Heights had no way of disrupting them. 

Many of their troops were supporting Zhao Yuzhe and coordinating with him. And now, when they 

needed him the most, instead of helping them stop Heavenly Justice from killing the boss, he just had to 

go over and kill the other side’s leader. 

There was nothing wrong with this type of strategy, but they had been trying for a long time now, yet 

the enemy leader wasn’t under any pressure. It was hard to avoid people from criticizing it. 

Howling Height’s Thief group didn’t dare to move forward again. If they did, the other side would launch 

suicide attacks again. It was pointless to force their way through the traps. 

"The boss is still advancing." Howling Heights didn’t have any choice left. In the end, instead of blocking 

the boss from advancing, they would let the boss move through the traps before trying to snatch the 

boss back. 

"Watch their Thieves carefully!" As the guild leader, West Riding Wind couldn’t only give orders. He had 

to survey the entire battlefield. Right now, their forces were split into two sections. One side was 

fighting with Zhao Yuzhe and trying to kill the enemy leader, while the other side was trying to block the 

boss, but neither side was going well. 

If neither side was working, why not try focusing on one side? 

West Riding Wind decided to concentrate their forces towards one side, but which one? It was too easy 

to choose. He couldn’t order Zhao Yuzhe to do anything and since Zhao Yuzhe refused to give up, wasn’t 

that the only side he could choose? 

He obviously wouldn’t shout this order for everyone to hear. West Riding Wind gave the order in the 

team chat. Howling Heights quickly shifted their attention and began coordinating with Zhao Yuzhe’s 

Hazy Scene. 

Ocean Ahead was attempting to measure Zhao Yuzhe’s skill, but in such a chaotic battle, who would give 

them a peaceful environment to fight in? As they fired spells at each other, their respective allies also 

rushed forward. A chaotic battle wasn’t a bunch of one versus one fights taking place simultaneously. 

Just attack wherever there was an opportunity to. Who could care about all the other details? 

In the midst of the chaotic battle, Zhao Yuzhe once again created an opening in Heavenly Justice’s 

formation. Ocean Ahead’s attacks didn’t seem to be stopping him, which made Ocean Ahead very 

shocked. Not being able to beat God Ye Qiu was whatever, but where did this guy come out from? 

"Who are you?" Ocean Ahead couldn’t help but ask. 

Zhao Yuzhe was slightly surprised. He was so confident that he had forgotten about his circumstances. 

He thought that after being awarded the title of Best Rookie this season, everyone would recognize him. 



Now that he was asked this question, he suddenly realized: he was in the game, using an alternate 

account. His enemies didn’t know who he was. 

However, this question also confirmed that his skill level far exceeded that of a normal player. Of course, 

it would be surprising to see someone with such skills in the game. Zhao Yuzhe had no intention of 

keeping a low profile. He had been very happy after receiving the award. There were also no matches to 

be played during their vacation period, which was why he had gone to the game to show off in the first 

place. Now that someone had noticed his existence, he suddenly became even more prideful. 

"Zhao Yuzhe." After saying this name, Zhao Yuzhe mercilessly returned a spell at his opponent. 

Zhao Yuzhe! 

Ocean Ahead was surprised, when he heard this name. He wasn’t too surprised now that he was having 

trouble against him. 

This season’s Best Rookie! 

Even though it couldn’t compare to something like the MVP title, since it was restricted to only pro 

players in their first year of their career, being called the Best Rookie proved that he was an outstanding 

talent. 

Ocean Ahead adjusted his position. He didn’t dare to underestimate any pro player, let alone one with 

such an impressive award. 

"Best Rookie, Zhao Yuzhe???" 

When this name came out, Ocean Ahead wasn’t the only one who heard it. Because he was an 

Elementalist, he was more familiar with pro Elementalist players, so he immediately recalled this name. 

The other players took a bit longer, but they quickly realized who was in front of them. 

Best Rookie! 

Even though he was still a rookie, he still won this award. He had already garnered quite a bit of 

attention during the season. Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t a new name. Even more people remembered it after he 

won the award. Now that Heavenly Justice’s players finally realized who it was, they were slightly 

stunned from astonishment. 

Not bad. Not bad at all. 

Zhao Yuzhe was very satisfied by the shock that his name brought to the other players. West Riding 

Wind was crafty. He knew that when Zhao Yuzhe shouted out his name, Heavenly Justice would 

certainly pause for a very short moment. 

"Charge charge charge charge charge!!" 

How could he let this opportunity slide? That instant, West Riding Wind gave a loud roar. The Howling 

Heights players all charged forward and broke apart Heavenly Justice’s formation. Enlightened Lord, 

who was suspected to be God Ye Qiu, wasn’t he standing right there? 



"Retreat!" Ye Xiu also gave the order. Heavenly Justice quickly pulled back. When all of the Heavenly 

Justice players gathered together, West Riding Wind suddenly felt like something wasn’t right. 

Four guild alliance! Why is there only Heavenly Justice? Where are the other three guilds??? 

"Relay!" Ye Xiu typed out. 

"KILL!!!" 

The cries of countless players echoed out. Conquering Clouds suddenly popped out from the incline. 

With Conquering Clouds behind and Heavenly Justice in front, Howling Heights had been successfully 

flanked. 

"F*ck! This stupid place!!" West Riding Wind was furious! Dolaki Stadium’s terrain allowed the other 

side to set up an ambush, and he hadn’t noticed it at all. 

Chapter 703: Support 

 

Heavenly Justice had already started falling apart from their attacks, when Conquering Cloud suddenly 

rushed out and disrupted the balance of the battlefield. They were like the Great Wall. They suddenly 

popped up from the incline and blocked the way. Heavenly Justice knew about them beforehand and 

calmly left the battlefield. 

Zhao Yuzhe saw that his target was running away and attacked with a flurry of spells in anger. West 

Riding Wind didn’t care about any of that. Heavenly Justice can run however they liked to, but don’t 

bring the boss with you! 

Yes, Conquering Clouds was standing between Howling Heights and Heavenly Justice, but how could 

Howling Heights just let Heavenly Justice go so easily? Of course not. However, both sides had been cut 

off. The side going after the boss was also being blocked by Conquering Cloud’s sudden appearance. 

The few players still near Gladiator Vitalivis were scattered around and surrounded by enemy troops. 

Before they could do anything, the enemy killed them off. West Riding Wind saw Heavenly Justice’s 

Knights continue Provoking the boss, leading the Gladiator farther and farther away. And them? They 

could only watch helplessly. How could they break through the carefully prepared defense set up by 

Conquering Clouds so easily? Even with Zhao Yuzhe, it wouldn’t be possible to do it so quickly. Zhao 

Yuzhe was starting to lose his patience too. He was randomly firing off attacks to vent his anger, making 

it impossible for West Riding Wind to coordinate with him. Afterwards, Hazy Scene suddenly 

disappeared. 

Where’d he go? 

For a moment, West Riding Wind really couldn’t find him with so many people out there. He didn’t have 

time to worry about him though. Gladiator Vitalivis had completely escaped from their attack range. As 

time went on, their aggro on the boss would slowly decrease. Heavenly Justice would then be able to 

easily take the boss for themselves. 

West Riding Wind was becoming anxious. He wasn’t in the mood to waste time fighting with Conquering 

Clouds. He looked closely at the direction Heavenly Justice was heading towards and immediately 



ordered his troops to pretend to retreat. They would switch directions and cut them off. He wasn’t 

willing to lose the boss just like this! It hadn’t been easy winning against Tyrannical Ambition and Misty 

Castle. 

Tyrannical Ambition? 

Misty Castle? 

He suddenly thought of these two guilds. West Riding Wind realized that he couldn’t ignore these two 

guilds either! These two guilds hadn’t given up yet. After Howling Heights snatched the boss from 

Tyrannical Ambition with the help of Zhao Yuzhe, Tyrannical Ambition had been counter attacking 

fiercely the entire time. Misty Castle glared at them like a tiger watching its prey as well. Howling 

Heights had been defending against them the entire time, but now? 

Right when West Riding Wind was thinking about this, he saw Tyrannical Ambition and Misty Castle 

players enter his view. Heavenly Justice’s sudden interference disrupted the balance. Howling Heights 

had invested more and more resources into dealing with Heavenly Justice. With their defenses 

weakening, they finally couldn’t defend against those two guilds any longer. 

West Riding Wind obviously wasn’t so stupid as to think that they could win a 1v3 with just Zhao Yuzhe. 

It was just that since they had the boss and weren’t having trouble fighting it, he thought they would be 

able to last until the boss was killed. However, he didn’t think that Heavenly Justice, with God Ye Qiu 

leading them, would be so fearsome. After rushing into battle, they directly took the boss from the 

hands of the tank, secondary tank, and third tank, instantly turning the tables on Howling Heights. 

The situation didn’t end up in a deadlock like West Riding Wind had expected. Instead, they had been 

led around by their noses. Under such circumstances, how could Howling Heights care about Tyrannical 

Ambition or Misty Castle? 

Tyrannical Ambition’s and Misty Castle’s goal wasn’t to take down Howling Heights. They wanted the 

boss too. They had been delighted when Heavenly Justice suddenly interfered. They thought that they 

could use this opportunity to win the upperhand. However, they didn’t think that Heavenly Justice 

would be so quick. Heavenly Justice charged in and charged out with the boss without tussling with 

them. 

The two guilds thought they could take advantage of the situation when they saw the boss being taken 

away. The two guilds also hastily chased after it, when they saw this scene as well. The other side had 

set up hidden troops to provide support, blocking any pursuers and allowing them to make a smooth 

escape. 

These two guilds didn’t go and fight with Conquering Clouds. They reacted faster and immediately 

circled around to cut Heavenly Justice off. West Riding Wind saw these two guilds running in that 

direction and immediately knew what they were planning. How could he rest? Without any delay, he 

ordered everyone to also give chase, but they were in a tougher spot. Conquering Clouds was following 

them like a ghost, refusing to leave. If they turned around to fight, they would lose time. If they ignored 

them, wouldn’t they get wiped out? If they split forces, they wouldn’t be able to beat Tyrannical 

Ambition and Misty Castle. West Riding Wind also didn’t forget this time. Heavenly Justice and 



Conquering Clouds had appeared, but the other side still had two other guilds in their alliance. Where 

were Parade and Radiant? 

West Riding Wind deeply felt the disruption towards the wild boss competition brought by this alliance. 

It seemed like, in the future, all of the guilds would need to dispatch more troops. If not, it would be way 

too difficult to fight against these four guilds. 

However, that was all in the future. It was too late now. West Riding Wind finally decided to split his 

troops. A portion of his troops would fight with Conquering Clouds and the other portion would carefully 

pursue the boss. The other side still had two guilds that hadn’t shown their faces yet. West Riding Wind 

hoped that these two guilds would stop Tyrannical Ambition and Misty Castle. 

Everything happened as West Riding Wind wanted it to. 

When the portion of his troops circled around to cut off Heavenly Justice’s path, they saw Tyrannical 

Ambition being blocked by Radiant. Tyrannical Ambition was quite ferocious though. They seemed 

prepared to directly charge through Radiant’s defenses. Their elites were truly very powerful. Many 

players in Tyrannical Ambition were fearless men. It was all related to their team’s playstyle. 

West Riding Wind obviously wouldn’t go and join the battle. He led his group to circle around them, 

when he saw Misty Castle and Parade fighting with each other. Misty Castle wasn’t as tough. They 

wanted to shrug off Parade, but Parade refused to let them go. West Riding Wind didn’t join them and 

was prepared to circle around them. But this time, he felt a bad premonition. 

Circle circle circle! 

Circle to where? Did he still know where Heavenly Justice was? West Riding Wind thought of the 

direction Heavenly Justice had headed off towards and his current location. His heart suddenly froze. 

Now he understood the intentions of these three guilds. 

To block them? 

Yes, but more importantly, it was to stall for time. The other side didn’t plan on simplifying matters and 

attacking the boss, while defending against their enemies. The other side was very careful and crafty. 

They repeatedly blocked their pursuers until no one knew where Heavenly Justice had led the boss to. 

"F*ck! This d*mn terrain!!" West Riding Wind cursed again. This Dolaki Stadium had medium-size fields 

inside large fields and small fields inside medium-size fields, all separated from one another. There were 

also plenty of drains and moats everywhere. It currently looked like a perfectly straight path, but there 

might be holes and tunnels along the sides, leading to other places. 

It was very easy to hide in this map. Heavenly Justice had a hundred players attacking the boss. Even 

though the target was big, Gladiator Vitalivis didn’t have much health left. Heavenly Justice now had 

control over the boss too. The boss would probably be dead very soon. If he sent out scouts to search 

for them, by the time they found them and sent their troops over, would the boss even be alive? 

West Riding Wind was gloomy. He even had reports saying so and so guild had arrived, but West Riding 

Wind knew that no matter how many guilds arrived, it would be useless. If he received these reports, 

Heavenly Justice certainly received them too. If they avoided these guilds, they would certainly have 

enough time to take down the Gladiator. 



Their boiled duck flew away in the end! 

West Riding Wind had already lost all hope. He saw that his troops were still anxiously searching around. 

He didn’t want to ruin everyone’s mood, so he thought about how he should tell everyone their current 

pickle, when he suddenly received a message. West Riding Wind opened it listlessly. It was Hazy Scene, 

Zhao Yuzhe’s character. There were no words, just two numbers and a period: coordinates; 

"Ah! Is that the boss’s location?" West Riding Wind replied. 

"Hurry." Zhao Yuzhe replied. 

West Riding Wind dind’t mind this harsh reply. His bad impression of Zhao Yuzhe immediately went 

away. 

"We’ll be there immediately!" West Riding Wind replied. Afterwards, he gave a shout and told everyone 

to rush towards the coordinates sent by Zhao Yuzhe. 

He really was an expert and a talent! West Riding Wind kept thinking to himself. Zhao Yuzhe was able to 

figure out the enemy’s location all by himself. Had he silently followed them at that time? West Riding 

Wind thought. He was happy that Wind Howl had such a talented player. The duck that flew away had 

just landed back in their hands. 

At some place in Dolaki Stadium, Heavenly Justice finally escaped from danger and took control over the 

boss. They had more than enough players left to finish off the boss. Everyone’s morale was high. Right 

when they were about to take down the boss, the Elementalist Hazy Scene suddenly appeared in front 

of them. 

"Zhao Yuzhe!!" Quite a few players shouted. 

"Mm?" Ye Xiu asked. He had been busy commanding the troops earlier, so when Zhao Yuzhe shouted 

out his name, so he hadn’t noticed. 

"Best Rookie!" Ocean Ahead said solemnly. 

"Oh. From Wind Howl?" Ye Xiu said. 

"Yes." Ocean Ahead was wary of Hazy Scene. The other side didn’t seem to have any intentions of 

charging at them. After all, he was just one person. Challenge everyone all by himself? What a joke! 

Even so, he wasn’t standing so far as if he had people backing him. 

"That little kid’s like a ghost who refuses to leave. Kill him!" Ye Xiu said. 

"You go!" Ocean Ahead was excited. Two experts were about to fight! 

Enlightened Lord turned around to look at him: "Bro, I’m a Cleric right now! You go!" 

"God, don’t joke with me!" Ocean Ahead cried. 

Chapter 704: Unafraid Against Ten 

 



Ocean Ahead and Zhao Yuzhe had fought against each other earlier. Although it wasn’t a true 1v1 and 

no winner was decided, Ocean Ahead had experienced Zhao Yuzhe’s skill for himself. The notion, which 

Ye Xiu helped him realize, that "pro players aren’t as simple as you think" was once again reinforced. 

God Ye Qiu suddenly called him to go and fight him. Ocean Ahead wasn’t confident at all though. 

"What are you afraid of?" Ye Xiu asked. 

"I don’t think I’m his opponent." Ocean Ahead admitted honestly. 

"You have a hundred players backing you. What are you afraid of?" Ye Xiu was gloomy. 

"Oh, that’s true!" Ocean Ahead suddenly understood. It turns out Ye Xiu wanted him to bully Zhao Yuzhe 

with numbers. He thought Ye Xiu wanted him to duel him! 

"Hurry! If he’s here, Howling Heights will probably be here soon too. We’ll first stop him, while the rest 

continue to move the boss." Ye Xiu made a decision. 

"Understood." Ocean Ahead didn’t hesitate this time and lead the attack. At the same time, he called 

out a few players in the chat to support him. Everyone else prepared to move the boss away. 

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten...... 

Zhao Yuzhe’s eyes swept over the field and he saw ten players rushing towards him. The rest were 

preparing to move. 

Ten players? Zhao Yuzhe sneered. This sneer was towards Enlightened Lord, who was among those ten 

players. A great God like Ye Qiu actually had to bring ten other players with him before daring to attack. 

What a joke! 

Zhao Yuzhe looked down on this God, but he didn’t dare to treat these ten players lightly. He had fought 

against Ocean Ahead before, and he still had an impression of him. Although Ocean Ahead’s skill level 

wasn’t anything amazing, he still recognized that it exceeded a normal player’s skill. If it were just ten 

normal players, Zhao Yuzhe wouldn’t pay any attention to them. However, there was someone with 

some skill among these ten players, so Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t be careless. However, Zhao Yuzhe had no 

intentions of retreating. Long-ranged classes like Elementalists had an innate advantage when fighting 

against many. Kiting from afar allowed him to do just that. 

The composition of the team being sent to deal with him was a bit troublesome. Zhao Yuzhe really 

wanted to show off. He wanted to see just how much ability a retired God and a somewhat skilled 

player had. 

The ten players rushed forward. The first to attack was actually from Zhao Yuzhe’s Hazy Scene, showing 

his boundless confidence. 

"Oh, how wonderful. He actually didn’t run." Ye Xiu was delighted. 

Ocean Ahead had asked Ye Xiu how many players he should ask to come with him. At that time, Ye Xiu 

told him that if he brought too many, they would scare off the other side. If he brought too few, they 

wouldn’t be able to bully the other side with their numbers advantage. In the end, Ye Xiu told him that 

they should have around ten players. He was certain that Zhao Yuzhe wouldn’t retreat against this 

number. 



Even though Ye Xiu hadn’t paid too much attention to Hazy Scene today, when Ocean Ahead told him 

that he was Zhao Yuzhe, Ye Xiu knew very well who this person was. He didn’t need to see it for himself 

to know the skill level of Howling Height’s Best Rookie. 

Zhao Yuzhe took the initiative to attack. He cast a spell directly targeted at Enlightened Lord. 

Ye Xiu’s Enlightened Lord was the only healer among these ten players. When fighting one against many, 

if the opponent’s side had a healer, it was common sense that there was no way of winning. In order to 

have a chance, killing the healer was crucial. Zhao Yuzhe was very courageous. He saw a healer among 

his opponents, yet he still dared to fight. He clearly didn’t care about anyone other than Enlightened 

Lord and Ocean Ahead. In his eyes, it was pretty much a 1v2. 

Enlightened Lord sidestepped the spell. Among the ten player team, there were two long-ranged 

attackers, Ocean Ahead and a Launcher. When they saw Hazy Scene attacking, the two didn’t hesitate to 

return fire. 

Hazy Scene dodged while retreating. No matter how confident Zhao Yuzhe was, he wasn’t so stupid as 

to let his Elementalist get surrounded by them. He had to keep his distance. 

Retreat while casting! Pro players could utilize their hand speed to gain time. It was very scary for 

normal players. Hazy Scene directly cast a high-leveled spell: Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire. 

"Scatter!" Ye Xiu had given the order earlier. He didn’t say it out loud, but rather typed it in the team 

chat. 

The instant Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire rained down, the ten players scattered. In the end, only two 

players, who reacted slowly, were trapped inside. Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t happy at his result. It seemed like 

he had been too obvious, allowing the other side to see through his intentions. No matter the case, a 

retired God had plenty of experience. Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t fight so simply anymore. 

Ye Xiu cast a heal-over-time spell, which healed health every three seconds for twelve seconds, on the 

two players who were trapped inside Heavenly Lightning’s effective area and then left them alone. He 

instructed the other eight to surround Hazy Scene. 

Zhao Yuzhe didn’t think of using this opportunity to kill off those two trapped players. That sort of delay 

could put him in a dangerous situation. He wasn’t stupid. He needed a better opportunity. When 

fighting one against many, he had to keep his distance while dealing damage. He needed to be patient. 

Understanding the situation, Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t rash. Seeing the other side closing in, he chose to move 

backwards. At the same time, he noticed the other side moving the boss away and guessed the other 

side’s intentions. Zhao Yuzhe obviously wouldn’t let their plans go smoothly so easily. As he kited the 

enemy pursuers, he also planned on chasing after Heavenly Justice. His retreat direction would be in the 

same direction as Heavenly Justice. 

"Attack him from all sides. Cover his back. Three swordsmen close in on him in a triangular formation. 

Don’t be in a hurry to chase after him. We have to restrict his movements." Ye Xiu instructed. 

A method like mindlessly chasing after a character and attacking wouldn’t be effective against a pro 

player. Not only would their attacks not hit, they wouldn’t be able to disrupt the enemy’s goal either. If 

they blindly chased after the enemy, the enemy would just be leading them around by the nose, 



especially in a situation where they were fighting against one person with many. Blindly chasing after 

the target and attacking was a waste of their numbers advantage. 

After being instructed, Ocean Ahead cast a Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire around Hazy Scene. Zhao 

Yuzhe saw it and gave another nod towards Ocean Ahead’s skill level. In front of him was a Berserker 

and two Blade Masters. The three didn’t stay close to each other. Instead, they spread out in a triangle 

formation as if they were planning on trapping him inside a net. 

You want to stop me like this? 

Zhao Yuzhe sneered again. He instantly saw through the other side’s intentions, but he didn’t care about 

these three characters. Even if these little characters were arranged in a solid formation, did they have 

the ability to keep him here? 

Forcefully charge through them! 

Zhao Yuzhe decided. Hazy Scene didn’t avoid them. Instead, he directly charged at the three 

swordsmen. As he ran, he used his quick hand speed to quickly cast low-leveled spells. These spells were 

almost instantaneous casts. Hazy Scene’s staff traveled in a circle, shooting three spells at each of the 

three targets. Hazy Scene rushed towards the Berserker following behind the Frostball he sent out. 

The Berserker ignored the Frostball and met with him face to face. Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t surprised. The 

Berserker didn’t need to care about this tiny bit of damage, but did that Berserker really think that this 

Frostball was to open up a pathway for him? 

The Berserker closed in on his target. He was about to use a skill, when he heard a bang and his 

character flew up into the air. 

Raging Flames! 

Zhao Yuzhe had used Frostball to hide his Raging Flames. The Berserker wasn’t prepared at all. He didn’t 

think that Hazy Scene’s attack would come out ahead of his. The Berserker was launched into the air and 

Hazy Scene sprinted under him. He also left an Elemental Power under him. 

This was a feature of the Elementalist class. The spell covered a large area and had a long duration. 

During these three seconds, any character that was in Elemental Power’s range would stay in the air for 

longer. Zhao Yuzhe thought the Elemental Power he threw down was very well done, but before he 

could finish being happy, he heard an explosion from behind him. Zhao Yuzhe looked back and saw that 

the Elemental Power had been blown apart by the enemy Launcher. 

A powerful knock-up skill like Elemental Power naturally had a lot of counterplay. After being thrown 

down, it could be broken apart in such a way. 

The enemy side reacted so quickly, surprising Zhao Yuzhe. Before he could regain his composure, he 

suddenly felt something abnormal beside him. Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t turn to look in time, so he rolled to 

the side first. When he looked over, he saw a rectangular object at his former location. 

Brick Throw! 



This Brick came out of nowhere, giving Zhao Yuzhe a fright. Seeing where this Brick was coming from, it 

would have definitely been a back attack and induced a stun... if he were stunned, he would be 

surrounded. Even if he could escape, he would be in a sorry state. 

Under Ye Qiu’s lead, the coordination between these guys was very tight. 

Zhao Yuzhe thought that the Brick and the Launcher’s attack on the Elemental Power was all because of 

Ye Xiu. 

He turned around to look for Enlightened Lord, when he saw sand coming towards him. Sand Toss! 

Zhao Yuzhe deserved to be a pro player and the Best Rookie of the season. He didn’t use an 

unsophisticated method like looking away. While he was still in his roll animation, he rolled again to 

dodge the Sand Toss. 

When he was about to get up, he saw the light around him start to dim. Someone had blocked his path 

in front, a Brawler! His two hands were extended to push down Hazy Scene. 

Tyrannical Chain Punch!! 

Zhao Yuzhe was from Team Wind Howl. Which class was Team Wind Howl’s best character? A dirty Thief 

was one, but the other was their team captain’s Brawler, Three Hits. 

And the character who was just about to beat him down was a Brawler. If he were hit by Tyrannical 

Chain Punch, he would be pinned to the ground, giving them more than enough time for them to 

surround him. 

He had to roll again! Zhao Yuzhe reacted incredibly fast. He rolled again and actually dodged the attack. 

"Steamed Bun, don’t be in such a hurry." 

Zhao Yuzhe heard someone say. 

Chapter 705: So Many High-Leveled Skills 

“Steamed Bun, don’t be in such a hurry.” 

When Zhao Yuzhe heard this voice, he looked around, even while rolling. He quickly swept through the 

names on the surrounding enemies. 

He was looking for that Steamed Bun. From what he just heard, this Steamed Bun played a crucial role in 

this fight. The person leading wanted him not to be in a hurry. Zhao Yuzhe needed to be wary of him. 

Hazy Scene had been forced to roll several times in a row without being able to get up to counterattack. 

He was in a dangerous situation, yet the other side unexpectedly didn’t immediately follow up with 

further attacks and instead was told to slow down. Knowing that there must be some sort of card up 

their sleeve, Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t help but be alarmed. He wanted to hurry and find that Steamed Bun, 

so he could prepare himself for whatever came next. But when he looked around at the ten enemies, 

there was no one named “Steamed Bun.” 

Zhao Yuzhe was gloomy. He now knew that the Ye Qiu wasn’t calling out a character’s name. Which one 

was Steamed Bun? 



Then, he heard a “Okay.” from in front of him. 

It’s this Brawler? 

Zhao Yuzhe had good hearing and instantly determined where the voice came from. The Brawler, who 

had just narrowly missed his Tyrannical Chain Punch, was Steamed Bun. After this Steamed Bun replied, 

he didn’t follow up. 

Ye Qiu was telling him not to attack? 

Zhao Yuzhe was surprised. This Brawler had forced him to roll continuously in order to survive. He had 

to admit that this Brawler wasn’t as weak as he had originally assumed him to be. Even though Zhao 

Yuzhe wasn’t a Brawler player, he wasn’t a stranger to it. After all, he was a member of Team Wind 

Howl. Team Wind Howl had the number one Thief, but the more famous character was their team 

captain, Lin Jingyan’s character: Three Hits. 

Although Lin Jingyan was a declining figure, Three Hits was genuinely the number one Brawler character 

in the Alliance. Zhao Yuzhe clearly knew how powerful Three Hits was. Having been trained in this kind 

of team environment, he naturally took more notice on the habits of Brawler players. And this “Steamed 

Bun” had actually been instructed to not follow up despite forcing him into an ugly situation? What did 

he have planned? 

Pro players were on a relatively higher level and thought more when playing. Zhao Yuzhe was 

bewildered and paid full attention to this person in front of him. Then, he saw this Brawler suddenly 

extend his hands. 

Strangle! 

Zhao Yuzhe immediately had Hazy Scene retreat. When fighting one versus many, an attack with CC was 

far more terrifying than a high damage attack. He was also worried about any high-leveled skills from his 

opponents. He could have dodged the attack with just a single step backwards, but he retreated three 

steps back and continued to watch this Brawler’s moves carefully. 

The Brawler raised his hands and threw a Brick. Zhao Yuzhe’s Hazy Scene tilted his head and dodged it. 

These two attacks…... 

Zhao Yuzhe pondered. Truthfully, he couldn’t see anything strange about these two attacks, which made 

him feel even more uneasy. He subconsciously looked around and saw a Battle Mage behind him raise 

his spear. 

Dragon Breaks the Ranks! 

This Battle Mage’s equipment wasn’t anything good, but this Dragon Breaks the Ranks didn’t feel weak. 

Elementalists didn’t have any skills that could directly face such a high-priority move like Dragon Breaks 

the Ranks. 

Teleport! 



At the crucial moment, Zhao Yuzhe teleported. Dragon Breaks the Ranks passed by, but Hazy Scene was 

already gone. Zhao Yuzhe was able to cast the spell in time, but was left frightened and unsettled in his 

heart. 

Difficult. Really difficult. 

His usage of Teleport hadn’t been graceful at all. He had used it to run away. Zhao Yuzhe didn’t have 

time to analyze how he had been forced into such a state when he heard a loud sound from behind him. 

Flames engulfed his screen. 

How! 

Zhao Yuzhe didn’t even have time to check his surroundings after teleporting, when the explosion 

arrived. No, to put it more accurately, this explosion had arrived the moment Hazy Scene arrived, not 

giving him any chance to dodge. He had walked into a trap. 

The fiery light from the explosion still hadn’t faded, but Zhao Yuzhe was a pro player, after all. He still 

had the senses he should have. Hazy Scene had been in the center of the explosion. The shockwaves 

from the explosion sent him into the air. Zhao Yuzhe hastily adjusted his view. He knew that being in the 

air would give the enemy many opportunities. Once he landed, he might drop into the middle of the 

enemy’s encirclement. 

The other side had guessed correctly as to where he would choose to teleport to. Was this a 

coincidence? 

Zhao Yuzhe remembered that God Ye Qiu was there. He understood that it was something that could be 

done with the experience he possessed. His teleport had been done in haste. He simply teleported, 

wherever it was convenient to. It wasn’t something difficult to guess. 

Zhao Yuzhe adjusted his viewpoint in a bit of a fluster, while quickly activating Mobile Cast. He felt like 

the following situation wouldn’t be easy. He might not have time to stop and cast any spells, so he 

decided to activate Mobile Cast, which would allow him to move and cast spells with greater ease. 

Fire Wall. 

During his brief duration in the air, Zhao Yuzhe pushed his hand speed to the limit. When Hazy Scene 

landed, he finished his spell. The moment he landed on the ground and got up, he raised his staff and a 

Fire Wall rose up. 

Fire Wall didn’t hit any of the enemies. That wasn’t why he used the spell, nor was it to block them. The 

other side had greater numbers. The bit of damage dealt by the Fire Wall was insignificant to them. Zhao 

Yuzhe simply wanted to block the other side’s line of sight, so that they wouldn’t be able to see his 

position. For normal players, such a reason might sound pointless, but in a high level battle, it might be 

enough to turn around the situation. 

Zhao Yuzhe became cautious. He clearly didn’t dare underestimate those ten enemies anymore. He 

wanted to win some time, so he could adjust his attitude and start the battle again with a new mindset. 



The moment the Fire Wall rose up, flames spouted out from near Hazy Scene. Dark clouds started to 

condense above him. Lightning flashed. In the blink of an eye, the lightning above began to weave 

between the fire spouting from the ground. 

Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire was more complicated to execute than Fire Wall and it naturally had a 

longer cast time. If the Heavenly Lightning rained down at the same time that Hazy Scene erected a Fire 

Wall, there was only one possibility: the other side had predicted where he would land and started 

casting the spell earlier. Zhao Yuzhe had been trying to erect a Fire Wall to cover himself. How could he 

have known the other side had already placed a Heavenly Lightning at his landing position? 

Zhao Yuzhe didn’t appear to be too flustered after having been caught though. He was an Elementalist, 

so he was naturally very familiar with Elementalist skills. Normal players thought that standing still 

would allow them to take less damage than if they rushed out of the spell’s range, but in the pro scene, 

the damage taken wasn’t their only concern. There were many other things they had to consider. 

For example, if Zhao Yuzhe wanted to take less damage from Heavenly Lightning and stood still, waiting 

for the spell duration to end, he might be surrounded by his enemies. The small amount of extra health 

he earned from standing still wouldn’t be worth it. As a result, he obviously wouldn’t make such a 

decision. The instant he discovered that Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire was being formed, Hazy Scene 

never stopped moving. Zhao Yuzhe knew how to deal with this attack and prepared to break out of the 

spell’s range. As soon as he stepped forward, he immediately realized that this Heavenly Lightning 

Earthen Fire wasn’t being automatically controlled by the system, but rather being controlled by the 

caster. 

Controlling the spell by hand would naturally cause the spell to be more focused on the target, but the 

effectiveness depended on the caster’s skill level. Zhao Yuzhe had only taken two steps and he was 

already feeling truly bitter. The other side’s control over Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire couldn’t be 

considered amazing, but it was better than the system’s automatic control. The advantages of 

controlling the spell by hand could be seen. Zhao Yuzhe was still confident in breaking out of the spell’s 

range before the duration ended, but it would definitely take longer than he had originally anticipated. 

I need to break through forcefully! 

With no other alternative, he could only go with the heroic option and charge forward, while ignoring 

any damage taken. He figured out which direction he wanted to move towards and instead of dodging, 

he directly charged through the spell range. 

Success! 

The area ahead was vast and open. Hazy Scene finally made it out from the flashes of lightning and fire. 

Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire still hadn’t ended yet. Zhao Yuzhe turned around to look at the 

surroundings, when he saw his surroundings turn red like blood. This time, the Berserker skill Crimson 

Storm was waiting for him. 

Without a doubt, the other side must have prepared this ambush ahead of time. A high-level skill like 

Crimson Storm had a long start-up animation. Hazy Scene had just broken through Heavenly Lightning 

Earthen Fire. It was impossible for the Berserker to have executed the skill in an instant, but in his 



current situation, Crimson Storm was waiting for him. The Berserker’s greatsword crashed into the 

ground. No matter how capable Zhao Yuzhe was, this time, he couldn’t avoid it. 

At the same time, two brilliant sword lights came flying at him. The two Blade Masters directly executed 

Formless Phantom Blades on his two sides. The Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire behind him still hadn’t 

ended yet. The caster had concentrated the attacks behind him as if forming a wall. 

Hit! 

In this situation, even Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t escape from being hit. The two Formless Phantom Blades 

intertwined around him. Up above, a thick pillar of light descended from the skies, enveloping Hazy 

Scene. Launcher high-leveled skill: Satellite Beam. 

Zhao Yuzhe finally fell into despair. So many high-leveled skills against one person. Unable to escape, he 

could only cast some spells to throw some resistance towards his enemies. When he turned around to 

find a target, he saw that Enlightened Lord and that Steamed Bun standing on the side idly, watching the 

spectacle. At the same time, Enlightened Lord was instructing him: “That Tyrannical Chain Punch from 

before was too rushed. Go carefully watch the video of Lin Jingyan that I sent you last time and see how 

he uses it compared to how you use it just now.” 

F*ck! Zhao Yuzhe listened. Whatever spells Hazy Scene was about to cast went up in smoke. 

Chapter 706: Come Again 

 

The blow was too heavy! 

Zhao Yuzhe thought the words "Steamed Bun, don’t be so rushed" was some sort of tactic aimed against 

him. As a result, he became wary of Steamed Bun and stepped back an extra two times to dodge a low-

leveled skill like Strangle. In return, because of these three steps, he ended up placing himself in a 

position that was within the range of that Battle Mage’s spear. 

Dragon Breaks the Ranks. 

Zhao Yuzhe was certain that if he hadn’t dodged this attack, he would have ended up in an even more 

miserable state than he was in now. However, because he dodged it, he stepped into a path fraught 

with high-leveled attacks. 

Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire, Crimson Storm, and two Formless Phantom Blades. 

Elementalists stacked Intelligence, so their Magic Resistance was decent at best. However, of these four 

high-leveled attacks, only Heavenly Lightning dealt magic damage. The other three purely dealt physical 

damage. Elementalists had low health and weak defense. After taking so many high level skills, he was 

practically at death’s door. 

This was just the damage dealt to his character. Zhao Yuzhe had taken a heavy blow to his mental state 

too. Those words "Steamed Bun, don’t be so rushed" brought a calamity upon him and now he knew 

that Ye Qiu was just commenting on Steamed Bun’s usage of Tyrannical Chain Punch. 



Zhao Yuzhe finally realized that, in the eyes of his opponents, he wasn’t as intimidating as he thought he 

was. He thought that defeating ten players by himself was something within his capabilities, so he dared 

to challenge them directly, but it turned out that ten players was more than enough to deal with him. 

God Ye Qiu had only cast two heals so far and his Hazy Scene was already almost dead. God Ye Qiu even 

had the time to stand off to the side and give Steamed Bun pointers! Ye Qiu didn’t even seem to be 

looking in his direction at all. 

Zhao Yuzhe was furious! 

He felt like he shouldn’t be receiving this kind of disdain. Wasn’t the reason he fell into this tragic 

situation because of those sudden words? Wasn’t it because he misunderstood those words that he 

retreated three steps instead of one? If he hadn’t taken those three steps, he wouldn’t have been forced 

to teleport away from that Dragon Breaks the Ranks. 

Everything was because he misunderstood those very words! 

Zhao Yuzhe was upset. He refused to admit defeat in such a way. Although he didn’t have much health 

left, nor could he see any chance of victory, he still had to prove his strength. He had to make these guys 

understand that their reason for winning wasn’t because he wasn’t good enough, but because they got 

lucky. 

These four attacks failed to kill Hazy Scene. He still had a chance! 

Zhao Yuzhe made his decision. His right hand firmly grasped his mouse, and he turned to look at the 

Brawler and Enlightened Lord. He would win back his pride through these two players, but at this 

moment, Zhao Yuzhe suddenly felt something coming from behind him. Before he could turn around to 

look, Hazy Scene suddenly flew out as if he were gliding across the ground. 

He obviously wasn’t making these movements. Zhao Yuzhe saw the magic undulations coiling around his 

Hazy Scene. He hastily turned his viewpoint to see that the Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire was slowly 

beginning to fade away. In the middle, the figure of a person could be seen. However, the figure was 

growing smaller and smaller because his Hazy Scene was being pushed farther and farther away. 

This figure had a spear with magic undulations shooting towards Hazy Scene’s direction. 

Battle Mage, Rising Dragon Soars the Sky. 

After four high-leveled skills, a fifth one finally came. 

Zhao Yuzhe hadn’t expected it at all. Relying on the visual effects from other skills to hide was originally 

what he excelled at, and now he had fallen for such a ploy. 

Bang!! 

Rising Dragon Soars the Sky crashed into Hazy Scene. This skill was a two-stage attack. The first attack 

dealt physical damage and the following explosion would deal magic damage. After taking the brunt of 

four high-leveled skills, Hazy Scene didn’t have the health to survive this Rising Dragon Soars the Sky. 

"F*CK!" Zhao Yuzhe slammed his keyboard, but that couldn’t stop his screen from turning gray. From his 

ghost’s viewpoint, Zhao Yuzhe saw those guys glance at his corpse. None of them took much interest in 



it. On the other hand, they were much more interested in the items that had dropped from his corpse. 

After picking up the dropped items, they immediately left without staying for even another second. 

Contempt! 

They were absolutely treating him with scorn! Did those guys actually think they beat him so easily by 

chaining five high-leveled skills? 

"Stop! Don’t leave!" Zhao Yuzhe shouted. However, ghosts couldn’t speak. No matter how loud he 

shouted, he couldn’t explain to those guys about this misunderstanding. 

Besides, telling them about the misunderstanding with his mouth? It was as if he were looking for some 

sort of excuse. Zhao Yuzhe didn’t want to do that. He needed to prove it with actions and not words. 

Revive! 

Zhao Yuzhe moved his cursor to click on the revive back at the city option. Right when he was about to 

click on it, he suddenly thought of messaging West Riding Wind. Howling Heights should be here soon. If 

he had the Clerics revive him, he would save a lot of time. By the time he revived back at the city and 

traveled back here, the battle might already be over. Zhao Yuzhe also didn’t know which city this 

character had set its revival point to because he didn’t even think he would die, so he had never checked 

his character info page for such information. 

He didn’t click on the option and moved his cursor away. 

Zhao Yuzhe hesitated. Reviving here naturally saved a lot of effort. but when West Riding Wind arrived 

and saw his corpse, wouldn’t that be too embarrassing? But then again if he revived back at the city, he 

wouldn’t be able to cover up his death anyways. Hazy Scene’s red stats were proof. In this instant, Zhao 

Yuzhe hated how Glory reduced experience and stats upon death. 

In any case, he wouldn’t be able to hide it, so he made his decision and waited. 

West Riding Wind led his troops over to the coordinates. On the way over, he told everyone how Zhao 

Yuzhe was truly skilled. They would need to rely on him in the future. 

When they got near the area, West Riding Wind didn’t see Heavenly Justice fighting the boss like he had 

imagined. West Riding Wind had his second thoughts, when one of his players shouted: "Hazy Scene!" 

"Where?" Everyone asked. Finally, they saw a corpse on the ground. 

"Zhao Yuzhe died!" Someone cried out in astonishment. At this moment, none of them said the 

character’s name. They all said the name Zhao Yuzhe. It wasn’t strange to see a character dead, but 

Zhao Yuzhe’s character dying was something worth being surprised over. 

"Was he discovered..." West Riding Wind paid a silent tribute as he told a Cleric to revive him. 

White light scattered and Hazy Scene stood up. West Riding Wind looked at his screen and opened his 

mouth. He wanted to say something, but he didn’t know what to say. Hazy Scene didn’t wait for him to 

speak though. After standing up, he quickly rushed in a certain direction. The Clerics were still hastily 

healing him back to full health, but he didn’t care. West Riding Wind didn’t dare to be slow and 

immediately told everyone to follow him. 



Zhao Yuzhe knew his knowledge was outdated. No signs of Heavenly Justice fighting the boss could be 

seen in the surrounding areas either. Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t find them, but he didn’t say a word. He 

continued to move forward. West Riding Wind thought he knew what he was doing and had his troops 

follow him closely until the system announced: Congratulations Heavenly Justice for killing Gladiator 

Vitalivis. 

The players from Howling Heights were instantly dumbfounded. Not just them, but when this 

announcement came out, all of the other guilds in Dolaki Stadium were stunned. Because this 

announcement told them: the boss battle at Dolaki Stadium had come to an end. 

The guilds often fought over bosses, so they wouldn’t continue fighting just for this boss. The previous 

second, they were locked in an intense battle with the other guilds. The next second, the announcement 

came out and everyone immediately put their weapons away, clearing the field of any pieces of dropped 

equipment. 

The only person who didn’t stop was Zhao Yuzhe. It was as if he hadn’t see that announcement. His Hazy 

Scene continued to search the stadium. He clearly didn’t have any interest in the boss. He only had one 

thought on his mind: those guys needed to know that his death was a one time mishap. 

"Little Zhao, the boss has already died." West Riding Wind thought he didn’t see the system 

announcement, so he immediately gave him a reminder. 

Zhao Yuzhe ignored it. After passing over a wall, he finally saw Heavenly Justice, who was happily 

laughing and cheering. 

Zhao Yuzhe didn’t have any regrets towards not finding the boss just a bit sooner. He only felt gratified 

that he managed to find them. 

"Look, look. It’s that guy." At this moment, Heavenly Justice noticed Hazy Scene standing on the stone 

wall as if blocking their path. 

The laughter gradually died down. Everyone turned their heads to look at him in confusion. 

Ye Xiu also saw him. He had Enlightened Lord walk over until he wasn’t too far away and greeted: "Little 

Zhao! The boss is already dead. Did you not see the announcement? Try again next time!" 

"I’m not here to look for the boss." Zhao Yuzhe said. 

"Hm?" 

"I’m here to challenge you guys. I want to fight against the same ten." Zhao Yuzhe shouted. 

"Oh." Ye Xiu understood what Zhao Yuzhe was thinking and grinned: "It seems like you’re not happy 

about how you died?" 

"Yes. Let’s go again!" Zhao Yuzhe said. 

"Another ten?" Ye Xiu asked. 

"Correct." 

"That number’s too small. How about a hundred instead?" Ye Xiu asked. 



Chapter 707: Unrelated Boss 

 

How about a hundred? 

Such a shocking reply left Zhao Yuzhe speechless. Let alone a hundred, he didn’t even feel confident 

fighting ten. During the period of time while he had been dead, revived, and all throughout his pursuit of 

Heavenly Justice, Zhao Yuzhe had been thinking about the previous fight. Had he really died from those 

consecutive high-leveled skills because of the unnecessary three steps that he had used to dodge 

Strangle? 

If he hadn’t stepped back three times and instead only stepped back once, what would the outcome 

have been? 

If Dragon Breaks the Ranks still went through, it would just be a difference of two footsteps. If he hadn’t 

used Teleport, would he have been able to escape from that high-leveled skill’s area of effect? 

He wasn’t sure. The speed of Dragon Breaks the Ranks depended on the character’s stats. Zhao Yuzhe 

also understood another point: perhaps the chain of high-leveled attacks had been arranged because he 

took three steps backwards. If he had only stepped back once, perhaps the chain of high-leveled attacks 

would have been set up differently. 

If that were the case, the result would have been the same. Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t sure though because 

there were no ifs. 

Zhao Yuzhe wanted to challenge them again because of this uncertainty, but at the same time, he got rid 

of his initial nonchalant attitude. He decided that he would put in his all against them starting from the 

very beginning. However, the other side proposed a 1v100. Was that a joke? 

"Are you...... joking?" Zhao Yuzhe asked in the end. He thought about it. He didn’t think it was an 

embarrassing question. Someone who dared to challenge a hundred players alone was someone who 

didn’t play Glory! 

"Oh, if you don’t dare to, then it’s just a joke! If you do, then it’s not a joke. We can start right away." Ye 

Xiu said. 

"It’s not that I don’t dare, but don’t you think that kind of victory is pointless?" Zhao Yuzhe said. 

"Of course it’s not pointless! Your equipment’s pretty good...." Ye Xiu said. 

Zhao Yuzhe wanted to cough up blood. That guy really is here to snatch bosses! Does he think I’m some 

sort of boss? Since he wanted an account, West Riding Wind obviously wouldn’t be stingy. His set of 

equipment was top of the line. Everything from top to bottom was Orange. For a Club guild like Howling 

Heights, getting a character with a full set of Orange equipment wasn’t difficult. The quality of 

equipment that he dropped really would like those dropped from a boss from one perspective. The 

value of his equipment was worth more than a dungeon boss too! Dungeon bosses didn’t have a one 

hundred percent chance of dropping Orange equipment. On the other hand, his Hazy Scene had a full 

set of Orange equipment! If any of them dropped, it would definitely be Orange! 



Zhao Yuzhe didn’t know how to reply. He wanted to challenge them, but the other side was thinking 

about the issue in a completely different manner than he was. Before, the other side wanted the boss’s 

material. Now, seeing him, they wanted his equipment! In the end, they didn’t care about his strength 

as Best Rookie! 

While the two sides went back and forth, West Riding Wind and Howling Height’s troops caught up to 

him. Zhao Yuzhe received his messages, but didn’t reply to them. Zhao Yuzhe seemed to be looking 

around still, allowing West Riding Wind to more or less guess his intentions. This Best Rookie died and 

wasn’t happy, so he came to get revenge! 

West Riding Wind sighed. Pro players really did care more about winning and losing to an opponent than 

losing equipment. 

Ah, young people are so impulsive. You’re chasing after them, but they have a entire group. How are 

you going to fight all of them? West Riding Wind thought. Zhao Yuzhe was a part of Team Wind Howl 

though. How could he not be concerned? Thus, he immediately brought everyone with him and chased 

after Zhao Yuzhe. From the looks of it, he really had gone and challenged Heavenly Justice. That 

Enlightened Lord, who was supposedly God Ye Qiu, was standing in front of Hazy Scene. 

Were they going to fight? 

West Riding Wind sized up Heavenly Justice’s troops. Their numbers were about the same. In terms of 

equipment though, the elite group of Howling Heights held the advantage. There was no boss to fight, 

so it would only be a PvP. Truthfully, no Club guild wanted their elite troops to clash. However, a pro 

player from their team had rushed forward to the front lines, so he couldn’t just sit around and watch. 

Even if he didn’t order anything, the other players from Howling Heights might not be able to stand still. 

They were still loyal fans of the team. Zhao Yuzhe winning the Best Rookie Award made him a very 

popular player among the fans of Howling Heights. 

"Little Zhao, what do you plan on doing?" West Riding Wind calculated, while asking Zhao Yuzhe his 

intentions. 

"The materials dropped by the wild boss have already fallen into their hands. Guild leader, have you 

never thought of taking those materials back from their bodies and making up for our losses?" Zhao 

Yuzhe suddenly said. A rookie may be a rookie, but he wasn’t stupid. He wanted to prove his strength, 

but he didn’t care about what type of environment he had to prove it in. The other side would have had 

a numbers advantage, treating him like a wild boss. Trying to prove his strength in that kind of situation 

was a bit too difficult. Fortunately, his guild had just arrived. Zhao Yuzhe didn’t mind starting a huge 

battle. In any case, the person who would stand out the most would still be him. 

Zhao Yuzhe was a pro player, yet he wanted to show off his strength in this type of environment. West 

Riding Wind felt a bit disdainful towards his intentions, but even though he couldn’t hear absolute 

certainty in victory from Zhao Yuzhe’s words, he could at least tell that Zhao Yuzhe felt like they had 

enough players on their side to win. 

What could West Riding Wind say? Even if Zhao Yuzhe hadn’t given such a poor reason, if he had just 

said "Let’s fight", West Riding Wind still couldn’t refuse such a demand. Fighting alongside a pro player 

was something very meaningful to team fans. If West Riding Wind told everyone to leave and let him 



play on his own, he reckoned that quite a few players would definitely have objections. If news of that 

spread, even more players in the guild would be unhappy. 

"Ha ha. That makes a lot of sense. If they took the drops by killing the boss, then we just need to kill 

them and take those drops back." West Riding Wind obviously wouldn’t pick out any flaws in that sort of 

thinking. He just went along with what Zhao Yuzhe said. It seemed like today he would need to 

accompany him. In the guild chat, quite a few players were already cheering. As expected, many of them 

were very excited to be able to play alongside Zhao Yuzhe. This could be seen ever since Zhao Yuzhe had 

logged onto Hazy Scene and was introduced to everyone. 

"Hm? Your helpers finally arrived?" Ye Xiu laughed. 

"You snatched away our boss. Did you really think that you could escape so easily?" West Riding Wind 

truly was a good person. He simply kept going with Zhao Yuzhe’s reasoning. 

"It wouldn’t have been the first time and it won’t be the last either. If we keep doing this every time, 

wouldn’t you find that very annoying?" Ye Xiu said. 

Truth! 

West Riding Wind sighed. How could he not understand that sort of reasoning? That was why 

competitions for wild bosses had unwritten rules set in place, because if everyone did this 74 times 

every week, everyone would be stuck in an endless war, day after day, year after year. 

As a result, if no extremely disgusting behavior occurred in the fights for a wild boss, when the boss fell, 

everyone would instantly turn over a new leaf. The large guilds had fought countless times. They had 

pretty much seen everything there was to see, so doing anything extremely disgusting wasn’t easy. For 

example, they had pretty much already put aside everything that had happened today. West Riding 

Wind was currently cooperating with Zhao Yuzhe about a matter of the past! When he heard Ye Xiu’s 

reasoning, he felt a sort of connection with Ye Xiu. He had the heart to lead this troops over and stand 

alongside him. 

Of course, he couldn’t actually do that. He just humphed coldly. In any case, they were going to fight. 

Saying anything more would be pointless because West Riding Wind knew the reasoning he gave was 

just pretense. Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t fighting because of this reason anyways, so why keep talking? 

Sparks were already flying between the two sides. At this moment, a bunch of people suddenly excitedly 

ran over to Heavenly Justice, asking: "What dropped? What dropped? 

Guild Parade! 

West Riding Wind saw the guilds tags on these guys. Before he could respond, a bunch of people 

thundered in from behind him. When he turned to look, it was Conquering Clouds. 

Conquering Clouds was clearly very surprised at Howling Heights being there. They immediately halted 

their footsteps. The players crowded over and quickly crammed into the path that Howling Heights had 

come from. 

Two other guilds had arrived so soon after. Radiant must not be too far then. The next second, Radiant 

arrived. The direction that they came in from didn’t block Howling Height’s path. Even though they saw 



Howling Heights there, they weren’t too surprised. The boss had just died. Howling Heights lost. Maybe 

they were cleaning the battlefield? 

That was what would happen under normal circumstances, so no one paid too much attention to 

Howling Heights. Only Conquering Clouds was surprised for a bit before making their way forward. 

However, Howling Heights was blocking the opening in the wall. Conquering Clouds went over and kept 

saying "Excuse me, excuse me" as they pushed past. 

Parade’s guild leader, Martial Awareness, and Radiant’s guild leader, White Stream ran over and asked 

impatiently about the drops before seeing Conquering Clouds stuck over there. The two guilds suddenly 

jeered: "If you don’t hurry up and come, you won’t get your share." 

"Everyone, wait! It’s not over yet!" Ye Xiu finally said. 

"What?" 

"Howling Heights has expressed their intent on not letting us go so easily." Ye Xiu said. 

"Ah!" Conquering Clouds was still trying to squeeze through Howling Heights. Parade and Radiant 

started hollering even louder. 

This was their difference with Heavenly Justice. Even though they were relatively small, they were still 

Club guilds. Heavenly Justice had only taken its first step into the professional scene. They still didn’t 

have a proper perspective of all the bosses. Howling Heights lost the boss and wanted to fight for 

revenge. They thought it was very normal, so they weren’t surprised or anything. They prepared 

themselves for a battle. On the other hand, the other three Club guilds heard Ye xiu’s words and 

suddenly went into an uproar. That wasn’t rational at all! Why did Howling Heights still want to fight? 

What’s wrong with them? Their gossipping spirits started to come out of hiding though..... 

"Everyone, let’s not make such a fuss." Ye Xiu spoke again, "This has nothing to do with the wild boss. 

The real reason is that their Best Rookie was bullied by us." 

He must be one of my long lost relatives! West Riding Wind was about to cry . It’s like God Ye Qiu can 

see through me! Why do his words always move me so deeply? 

Chapter 708: Angel Wings 

 

Best Rookie? 

No one in Conquering Clouds, Parade, and Radiant had heard Zhao Yuzhe’s self-introduction earlier, so 

when they heard his name, they were obviously quite surprised. 

"Zhao Yuzhe? Where? Where?" Quite a few people shouted. Even though they weren’t fans of Team 

Wind Howl, award-winning players always attracted a lot of attention. Very few fans of Glory wouldn’t 

know their names. 

Zhao Yuzhe liked the attention, but his current circumstances just weren’t quite right. He was still 

thinking about the words Ye Xiu had just said. 



Bullied! 

That was his image in the eyes of those guys? What had he become? Being bullied and being defeated 

were two completely different concepts! 

He was a magnificent pro player, the Best Rookie of the season! Him, bullied? 

Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t tolerate Ye Xiu’s wording, so he was unable to appreciate the attention from the 

surrounding players at the moment, but how was he supposed to explain it? He couldn’t think of any 

excuse to use as a cover. In the end, he would still need to fight to prove his strength and let everyone 

know that he definitely hadn’t been bullied. 

After West Riding Wind sighed at how God Ye Qiu could see through everything, he realized that, after 

those words were said, even if their guild was at an absolute disadvantage facing four enemy guilds, 

Zhao Yuzhe definitely wouldn’t retreat. 

Moreover, West Riding Wind also had a better understanding now of why Zhao Yuzhe went to look for a 

fight with Heavenly Justice. Perhaps it was because God Ye Qiu showed such a nonchalant and disdainful 

attitude towards him, and this proud Best Rookie wasn’t able to bear it. 

As a result, West Riding Wind grasped Zhao Yuzhe’s intention to battle. In this battle, victory wasn’t the 

most important part. He needed to prove his strength to everyone. 

West Riding Wind didn’t want to accompany Zhao Yuzhe and prove their guild’s strength, but things had 

already reached such a stage. They didn’t have any path of retreat either. Their elite group had a good 

deal of fans and many of them were furious at Ye Xiu’s mocking words. Zhao Yuzhe was even angrier 

and shouted: "Stop with the bullsh*t!" 

"Ah! That’s Zhao Yuzhe?" Several players found him. There was a distinct gap between Hazy Scene’s 

position and Howling Height’s other players. 

"He didn’t come out on his Elementalist, Beautiful Light?" Someone asked. 

Beautiful Light was the character that Zhao Yuzhe used for official matches under Team Wind Howl. An 

account for a rookie usually wouldn’t be very good, but it was still better than many other accounts in 

the pro scene. It was worthy of being given attention to. However, Hazy Scene was just some character 

that no one had heard of before. Zhao Yuzhe was only controlling this character. These kinds of situation 

didn’t usually feel very realistic for most players. 

"The situation’s a bit complicated. Should we try and break through the encirclement?" West Riding 

Wind messaged Zhao Yuzhe, asking him exactly what he had been planning on doing. As of now, the 

four allied guilds were gathered together. Fighting them head-on would only end in an utter slaughter. 

In this kind of situation, breaking through the encirclement was the most rational and normal decision. 

And after grasping Zhao Yuzhe’s intentions, West Riding Wind also understood that Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t 

seeking a death match. He could show off his skill in this way too. That kind of outcome would be good 

for both sides. 

However, there was also an even more important point, West Riding Wind hoped Zhao Yuzhe wouldn’t 

think of: they were the ones who proposed the challenge. If they wanted to leave, the other side might 

not make things difficult and just let them go! An encirclement was also a bit far-fetched. If Howling 



Heights didn’t plan on fighting them, then the other side didn’t need to surround them, no? West Riding 

Wind hoped that when they "broke through the encirclement", the other side would hit back a bit and 

then allow them to quietly leave. 

From how God Ye Qiu saw through the last two issues, West Riding Wind was certain that, if God Ye Qiu 

didn’t want a fight to the death, then when they broke through, they would have a tacit understanding 

of one another. 

"Charge!" West Riding Wind received a reply from Zhao Yuzhe. He wasn’t sure what that meant exactly, 

but he didn’t have any time to ask,1 because Zhao Yuzhe had already started moving. Hazy Scene waved 

his staff and pointed forward. From what West Riding Wind saw, even if they were breaking through, it 

seems like they were choosing the most forceful way..... Hazy Scene fired his magic at Enlightened Lord. 

Fire was perhaps not the most appropriate word. A better word would probably be draw. 

Elementalist skill: Ice Line. 

A line of ice would form after a one second delay wherever the magic drew past. If a player touched the 

line of ice, there was a one hundred percent chance of being locked in a four second freeze. That line of 

ice would also stay in effect for 12 seconds. The cast time for the spell was only three seconds. In other 

words, however many Ice Lines were formed within those three seconds depended on the user’s hand 

speed. 

It was undoubtedly a powerful skill, but one thing of note was that the magic could draw through a 

position a player or an NPC. In other words, it wasn’t possible to directly draw a line through a 

character’s body and freeze a character in such a way. The line of ice could only be left in the 

environment. After the line of ice had been formed, the player or NPC had to touch it for the spell to 

take effect. While drawing the magic, if the magic hit a character’s body, the skill would be interrupted. 

Hazy Scene waved his staff and magic poured out continuously. Ice had already begun forming wherever 

he pointed. Everyone could instantly tell that he was drawing Ice Lines. However, the speed of the lines 

being drawn showed everyone that he truly was a pro player. 

Under the lead of Zhao Yuzhe’s fast mouse movements, those Ice Line were drawn at speeds which the 

ice nearly couldn’t keep up with. Quite a few players wanted to have their characters run into the path 

of the magic and stop the spell, but their characters’ movement speed couldn’t match the magic’s 

animations. 

Moving one’s mouse faster than a character could run was something anyone could easily do, but 

moving it so precisely was naturally much more difficult. 

Zhao Yuzhe had undergone specialized practice. He drew quickly and accurately. He didn’t impatiently 

aim at Ye Xiu’s Enlightened Lord. First, he drew lines to block off other players from interfering. As for Ye 

Xiu? He watched the path of the ice lines carefully and quickly leaped backwards. 

Too late? Everyone thought. Enlightened Lord’s movement speed couldn’t compare to the speed of 

Zhao Yuzhe’s Ice Line. The huge difference made it easy for everyone to determine: Enlightened Lord 

would definitely be separated from everyone else because of the Ice Lines. 



Just when they were thinking of this, Enlightened Lord jumped in place. They didn’t understand why he 

jumped in place, when the Ice Line suddenly changed paths. Everyone thought that the lines would keep 

going, cutting Enlightened Lord off, but the Ice Line suddenly curved. 

Everyone thought that this sudden curve was completely pointless. Then, two holy lights suddenly 

blossomed from behind Enlightened Lord. The two holy lights exploded out to the left and right. 

Enlightened Lord rose up in the air, but didn’t come down. 

Cleric skill: Angel Wings. 

The visual effects for this skill were incomparably beautiful. The two wings behind Enlightened Lord 

were formed completely out of light. The brightness made it difficult to look at directly. Even the clothes 

on Enlightened Lord became blurry from the contrast, as if he really were an angel descending from the 

heavens. 

However, in comparison to the gorgeous visual effects, the skill’s usage was extremely simple. Everyone 

could see it right now: it let the character float in the air. The character could move around, but the 

character could only stay at a certain height, unable to rise any higher or descend until the skill’s 

duration ended. 

Why is he using Angel Wings? 

Everyone was puzzled because, even if he used Angel Wings, he still wouldn’t be able to escape from the 

prison formed by the Ice Line. If not, why would this spell be so troublesome? Otherwise, they could just 

jump over the Ice Line. The height at which the Ice Line formed couldn’t be determined just by looking 

at them. After thorough testing from players, it was known that there was a limit. However, there were 

no methods to directly leap over the limit of the Ice Line. The limit was found by testing the skill at 

different terrain heights. In practice, there wasn’t really a limit. 

No could understand the reason for the sudden casting of Angel Wings, but before anyone could think 

further, Angel Wings was cancelled. Enlightened Lord suddenly dropped down. The Ice Line formed by 

Hazy Scene passed by him. However, none of them went past Enlightened Lord’s back. If the Ice Line had 

failed to reach past Enlightened Lord, it meant that the lines failed to block Enlightened Lord off from 

everyone else. 

Now they understood why Enlightened Lord made those actions. 

Enlightened Lord’s coordinates on the map didn’t change with that jump. However, his vertical height 

changed. By switching positions, he was blocking Zhao Yuzhe’s cursor. 

The lines were drawn by holding the right click button while moving the cursor. As long as this were 

happening, if the cursor touched a character, the skill would end. The players were trying to stop the 

spell by reading the movement of the Ice Line. They naturally wouldn’t be able to keep up with the 

speed of the lines. On the other hand, Enlightened Lord’s jump was made by determining where Zhao 

Yuzhe’s cursor position was and then changed his position to bump into Zhao Yuzhe’s cursor. 

As a result, Zhao Yuzhe’s Ice Line suddenly curved. Afterwards, Enlightened Lord floated in the air for a 

bit with Angel Wings and then quickly fell. These actions were probably done after determining the path 



that Zhao Yuzhe’s cursor would take. This exchange between two pro players was on a completely 

different level from anything normal players like them would ever experience. 

They only understood one point. For God Ye Qiu to be able to execute such a method meant his 

familiarity with Glory had reached the greatest of heights. By looking at Hazy Scene’s position, he could 

imagine the screen that Zhao Yuzhe was looking at. Then, by looking at the movements of the Ice Line, 

he could determined where Zhao Yuzhe’s mouse was pointing to...... 

Chapter 709: A Small Difference 

 

The surrounding players watched the extremely high-level battle, yet without any contact between the 

two players. They already felt amazed, but in reality, these normal players failed to accurately analyze 

everything that was going on. The only people who truly understood what had really happened were Ye 

Xiu and Zhao Yuzhe. 

Everyone had guessed why Enlightened Lord jumped in place, but they were only half-right. 

Blocking Zhao Yuzhe’s cursor was Ye Xiu’s goal, but if it were just to block the cursor, it wouldn’t have 

been necessary to jump. Glory was played with a first person perspective. No matter how hard Zhao 

Yuzhe tried, he wouldn’t be able to see behind Enlightened Lord, let alone trying to wrap around him 

with his cursor. 

A dead angle would always exist in some place, even if Zhao Yuzhe moved Hazy Scene horizontally. That 

would only cover the previous dead angle. There would just be a different dead angle now that he had 

moved. Relying on moving around to complete the entire line wasn’t possible. The ice line could only be 

drawn for three seconds and a character could only travel so far in those three seconds. 

As a result, if Zhao Yuzhe wanted to draw his ice line behind Enlightened Lord, he would have to jump. 

Only by elevating his line of sight would he be able to continue drawing the line behind Enlightened Lord 

without hitting his body and cut him off from the rest of the players. 

Ye Xiu had Enlightened Lord jump just at this moment. He was using this jump to completely deny Zhao 

Yuzhe chance of jumping and drawing the line behind him. 

Zhao Yuzhe was startled when he saw it. Just when he thought of using the difference in timing between 

their two jumps, Enlightened Lord suddenly activate Angel Wings to float in midair. Zhao Yuzhe noticed 

the wings and immediately changed the ice line’s path. He tried to draw the line through the space 

beneath Enlightened Lord’s feet, but then Enlightened Lord cancelled his Angel Wings not even a second 

after activating it. Enlightened Lord fell down and he had to change ice line’s path again..... 

In this confrontation, there had been several ups and downs. Zhao Yuzhe displayed his ability to react 

and adapt. How could it be as simple as Enlightened Lord jumping up and down to block his cursor? 

After a few exchanges, Ice Line’s cast time reached its end. When Enlightened Lord landed back on the 

ground, Zhao Yuzhe tried jumping again to complete the line, but there wasn’t enough time left. He 

could move the mouse cursor very quickly, but he had to do it while moving, which made it that much 

more difficult..... 



In the end, Ice Line formed, but when the line reached Enlightened Lord, it suddenly curved as if it 

feared him. In the eyes of the surrounding players, this wasn’t just a defeat for Zhao Yuzhe, but a very 

funny defeat. Some of them even started laughing. 

The laughter was like a slap to Zhao Yuzhe’s face. 

Nothing else but killing God Ye Qiu’s character would be enough to prove his skill now. However, 

Enlightened Lord was a Cleric, so he definitely wouldn’t go to the front lines and would be protected by 

others instead. Killing him would be very difficult. It had been a rare opportunity to have a chance at 

separate him from everyone else. Who would have thought that he would be able to escape from Ice 

Line without anyone’s help. 

Even though Zhao Yuzhe was a pro player, who had experienced many battles, he had never seen such 

terrifying awareness and judgement from someone else before. For a moment, he somewhat in a daze. 

However, in West Riding Wind’s eyes, although Ice Line failed to imprison Enlightened Lord, it still cut off 

a good portion of people from him. Not utilizing these 12 seconds of time would be a waste. If Zhao 

Yuzhe decided to forcefully breaking through in the most troublesome way possible, it was pointless to 

argue, so he might as well just hurry and take this chance to attack! 

"Charge!" West Riding Wind ordered in the group chat. The elite players were still normal players of the 

highest skill level. They saw this opportunity too. When the order came down, none of them hesitated 

and started firing all sorts of attacks and spells. Enlightened Lord was standing at the very front, so he 

naturally bore the brunt of the attacks. In a large-scale battle, everyone just attacked wherever it was 

convenient to. No one really cared who was who. 

Ye Xiu couldn’t ignore a hundred people suddenly attacking him. He immediately ran back to his group 

while healing himself. When facing so many attacks, many people felt like running around in a zig zag 

was pointless. A straight line would be the best choice. However, Enlightened Lord didn’t duck his head 

and headed straight for his group. He chose a jagged path. After looking at him run for a bit, they saw 

the reason. 

Enlightened Lord didn’t completely avoid all of the damage, but he dodged the most concentrated 

attacks. When he rushed back to his group, his health was already red. Then, he said: "Why wasn’t 

anyone healing me?" 

God also needs healing? 

Everyone stared blankly. They had been preoccupied with admiring how God would escape from so 

many attacks that no one had thought of healing him. After hearing his question, everyone suddenly 

realized: how dangerous! If God Ye Qiu hadn’t chosen to dodge the high damage attacks with his 

pathing, he probably would have died already. 

It seems like even God Ye Qiu felt a lot of pressure when facing so many people. 

They were still thinking about this as the Clerics hastily topped up Enlightened Lord’s health. Howling 

Heights had started ferociously attacking them. Zhao Yuzhe regained his composure. Hazy Scene was 

fearlessly leading the charge, coordinating his spells with his movements. It almost seemed like his 



Mobile Cast was constantly active, when it was actually because of his almost perfect grasp of the 

rhythm. Zhao Yuzhe was definitely worthy of bearing the title of Best Rookie. 

In his eyes, Enlightened Lord was still his main target. When Howling Heights began attacking, 

Enlightened Lord instantly fell dangerously low. However, Zhao Yuzhe had been in a daze at that 

time.When he woke up, he stamped his feet in anger. That was a perfect opportunity to kill Enlightened 

Lord! To think he would actually miss it. 

He was the only one to be stunned on his side, but on Enlightened Lord’s side, the troops from the three 

guilds were all also stunned. Enlightened Lord was being chased like mad by a hundred players, yet they 

were just standing there watching him come towards them.... 

"Teams one, two, three, and four block the left side. Elementalists from teams, six, seven, and eight 

strengthen the Ice Line. Everyone else accompany LIttle Zhao and charge!" West Riding Wind kept on 

instructing his group. 

Ye Xiu’s side instinctively resisted against the other side’s charge. However, it went just as West Riding 

Wind predicted. Apart from Heavenly Justice, the other three Club guilds stood there: if the other side 

wanted to leave, then go ahead and leave? Why stop them? 

West Riding Wind had clearly recognized the small differences between the four guilds. The other three 

Club guilds wanted to preserve their strength. They didn’t want to fight. Heavenly Justice fought against 

Howling Heights head-on though. Unfortunately, if it was just them, they were slightly weaker than 

Howling Heights, whether that was in terms of average skill level or average character strength. 

And neither side really had a strategy in mind in this type of conflict. In just a few short seconds, they 

had already began clashing. The average player’s skill level and character strength eventually became 

the deciding factor. Heavenly Justice had trouble defending, and Howling Heights soon tore an opening 

open. Zhao Yuzhe’s Hazy Scene was particularly dazzling. He actually didn’t notice that it was because ¾ 

of the enemies weren’t participating. He thought he alone was making the decisive difference and 

blasting open a path through the enemy ranks. 

Zhao Yuzhe was quite sharp. Unlike a lot of other players, his attacks weren’t random. His attacks were 

purposeful. They always did damage and his attacks came rapidly too. He really did help Howling Heights 

gain an advantage. 

West Riding Wind had an experienced eye. He saw that those three guilds were just standing there 

relaxing and God Ye Qiu didn’t seem to be doing anything with Heavenly Justice. 

That was good though. If they really had charged blindly, West Riding Wind was really afraid that Zhao 

Yuzhe would see through the issue and make another terrible move. With the way things were going, it 

should be enough to make up for the blow to that punk’s pride, right? 

"Hazy Scene! Hazy Scene!! Focus your fire on him!!" Heavenly Justice didn’t seem to understand the 

situation though. From the battlefield, it was easy to see just how useful he was. They were shouting for 

everyone to kill him at all costs. 

"Don’t stop them. Just attack back a bit and let them go." Ye Xiu had given the order awhile ago, but the 

problem was that he could only give the order. He couldn’t control everyone’s characters. Heavenly 



Justice had been attacked too fiercely by Howling Heights. It was difficult for them to suddenly stop 

halfway through. Letting them go was fine, but no one wanted to not put up a fight! 

"If you’re low on health, pull back. Knights stand at the front. Healers, heal well. Melee classes scatter to 

the left and right. Keep backing away as a whole!" Ye Xiu said. If he couldn’t control their characters, he 

could only give them concrete instructions. 

His orders and the shouts from everyone else to kill Hazy Scene weren’t on the same page. However, 

killing off Hazy Scene was a suggestion given by someone without authority. It didn’t count as a group 

order. However, Ye Xiu’s words had the tag "Group order" in the group chat. Words with a title naturally 

held more weight than the some shouting of random players. 

Heavenly Justice followed Ye Xiu’s orders. They immediately restrained their attacks as if they were 

being pushed back by Howling Heights. 

West Riding Wind saw the change. For a moment, he wasn’t sure if Heavenly Justice was planning on 

retreating or preparing for a counterattack. In theory, with God Ye Qiu leading, it should be the former, 

right? 

He was thinking about this, but Zhao Yuzhe didn’t care. The other side was retreating, giving him an 

opportunity to continue charging forward. 

Heavenly Justice had thoroughly experienced the might of this Best Rookie. Seeing him rush over, they 

started to panic a bit. 

"Zhao Yuzhe is coming again!!" Countless players cried. 

"Steamed Bun, throw a brick at him." Ye Xiu ordered. 

"YES, SIR!" Steamed Bun immediately acted. Only the heavens knew where this Brawler got a brick, but 

it had once again come out. 

Chapter 710: Please Sir, Get Into the Boiling Pot 

 

The brick whistled by! 

Zhao Yuzhe was currently very focused. He didn’t dare to slack off even a little. He immediately noticed 

the brick flying over. He tilted Hazy Scene’s head slightly to dodge the brick. Zhao Yuzhe didn’t care who 

the brick would strike behind him. He found the guy, who launched the brick, among the opposing 

crowd and immediately fumed. 

You think I’m easy to bully? You steamed bun! 

Zhao Yuzhe was no longer fighting alone. The players from Howling Heights coordinated with his attacks 

very well. He didn’t want to ignore Steamed Bun’s provocation. Hazy Scene pointed his staff at Steamed 

Bun’s Brawler and fired a spell. The players of Howling Heights beside him instantly matched him and 

sent over similar attacks. 



Steamed Bun hastily controlled his Brawler to dodge. He looked rather vulgar as he rolled and crawled 

around. Attacks such as the Brawler brick were only mid-ranged attacks and didn’t count as a long-

ranged attack. In order to throw it, Steamed Bun had to leave his previous position in the formation. It 

was easy to come out, but difficult to return. With Zhao Yuzhe making things difficult, Steamed Bun only 

managed to survive through the desperate efforts of Heavenly Justice’s Clerics. 

Zhao Yuzhe felt so satisfied! 

He was finally able to fix up the guy who had put him in a sorry situation! He saw Steamed Bun hide 

behind his allies, while continuing to search for opportunities to throw his brick. Zhao Yuzhe didn’t plan 

to let him go off just like that. 

"Charge!" 

This was the first time Zhao Yuzhe coordinated with everyone today. Before, he always fought by 

himself and waited for the others to coordinate with him. However, in order to take down Steamed Bun, 

he intended to lead the charge. 

At this moment, Enlightened Lord appeared on the frontlines of the enemy side. When Zhao Yuzhe saw 

this, he burst with joy. Compared to the unknown "Steamed Bun", taking down the character of a God 

was much more exciting. 

Zhao Yuzhe itched with impatience and felt regretful for not being a Battle Mage. Otherwise, he would 

rush over with a grand and majestic Dragon Breaks the Ranks and give Enlightened Lord a beating. How 

great would that be? 

Even though the damage from an Elementalist wouldn’t lose to any other class, in terms of the 

satisfaction from a blow, Elementalists couldn’t able to compare with close-ranged classes who made 

waves with every blow! 

"Cover me!" Zhao Yuzhe ordered again. His hand speed increased as he prepared to cast the 

Elementalist’s skill, Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire. In such a chaotic scene, he was the only pro player 

who dared to move his Elementalist to the frontlines. If he threw Heavenly Lightning into a crowded 

area, even if it didn’t kill anyone, it would still be very thrilling to watch. This was perhaps a feeling of 

bliss that close ranged players would never be able to taste. 

Who would have thought that Heavenly Justice’s troops would create a gap in their formation on their 

own? The dust rolled to the side, and a Battle Mage rushed over with her spear. 

Dragon Breaks the Ranks! 

Zhao Yuzheng wanted to use this skill just a moment ago. In the end, it was someone from Heavenly 

Justice who used this skill to greet him. He looked at the ID and realized that it was the person who 

forced him to burn his Teleport, then used Rising Dragon Soars the Sky to kill him. 

An enemy! Another enemy! 

Even though Zhao Yuzhe somewhat lost his cool, he at least knew that he wouldn’t be able to use his 

Heavenly Lightning Earthen Fire. 



Dragon Breaks the Ranks had higher priority. Even though there were characters standing in front of 

Hazy Scene, Dragon Breaks the Rank couldn’t be stopped by a single person. Wherever it was aimed 

would surely be the spear’s final destination. Even if there were thousands of men and horses, this fact 

wouldn’t change. 

"Give way!" Zhao Yuzhe gave another firm command. 

Since you want to come, then come! But once you get here, don’t even think about leaving. 

Zhao Yuzhe’s reaction speed and APM was quick. Hazy Scene jumped aside as he spoke. However, the 

players that were standing before him weren’t as quick. They had realized it, but were too slow to react. 

Tang Rou’s Dragon Breaks the Ranks headed right their way. Her spear penetrated through their bodies. 

Even a heavily-armored Knight wouldn’t be able to slow Dragon Breaks the Ranks down in any way. The 

Knight was sent flying at once. If Hazy Scene hadn’t dodged, the spear would’ve directly pierced through 

him as well. However, Zhao Yuzhe had predicted this, so he dodged it cleanly. He was taking his time 

throwing out his spells, while coldly ordering: "Keep him here." 

Did he need to say that? No one wanted to leave such a reckless person alive. However, the Battle Mage 

was the quickest to react. 

Dragon Breaks the Ranks was a rare high-leveled skill, which had little ending animation lag. Although 

she pierced the Knight in front, she failed to hit Hazy Scene, so Tang Rou cancelled her skill at once. 

Immediately after the animation ended, her Battle Mage soon struck out with a Falling Flower Palm. She 

managed to make a move before everyone else. 

Once the palm flew out, the unprepared players received the attack and were blasted aside, crashing 

into those behind them. Howling Height’s formation was destroyed by a Battle Mage’s low-leveled skill. 

Tang Rou’s fast hand speed allowed for her character to act quickly. 

Tyrant’s Destruction! 

Tang Rou’s following skills were no longer low leveled. This was a sweeping skill, which targeted the 

ankle. When it activated, she managed to sweep a majority of the players away with this skill. 

When Tang Rou’s Battle Mage used Falling Flower Palm, her left palm pushed out, while her right hand 

grabbed the end of her spear. She chained this skill after drawing back her hand, so she could swing out 

her spear after gripping the end. A deep and clear humming sound pierced through the air from behind 

the Battle Mage. Tang Rou’s Tyrant’s Destruction made a 270 degree arc around her. 

"F*ck!" 

Countless people from Howling Heights yelled out. 

It was unnecessary to mention the range of a sweeping spear. Speaking of a close-ranged weapon’s 

length, the spear was definitely the longest. How many ankles did this 270 degree sweep strike? Even 

Tang Rou didn’t know! The Howling Height players who were hit by Falling Flower Palm flew, crashed, 

tumbled, and fell. However, this was just the beginning. The surrounding players nearby also began to 

stumble. Those who hadn’t fallen yet soon fell. Those who were swept off their feet by Tyrant’s 

Destruction tumbled through the air like flying, spinning tops. 



"Trash!!" Zhao Yuzhe shouted out in anger. For an instant, no one knew whether he was challenging the 

opponent, or criticizing the members of Howling Heights for being useless. 

Even though his spells hit Tang Rou’s Battle Mage, how high would his damage output be when he 

fought alone? When Tyrant’s Destruction was used, Hazy Scene was now within her attack range, 

forcing him to move back another step. 

Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t bear taking a step back from an opponent he didn’t respect. He threw out another 

spell as he shouted. He didn’t expect that this Battle Mage’s spear, that came from the left would 

suddenly curve upwards towards him. 

So quick! 

Zhao Yuzhe wasn’t willing, but he had to admit that this Battle Mage wasn’t weak at all. Compared to 

Steamed Bun, there was less bafflement, but much more ferociousness. She rushed into her opponent’s 

territory, yet she still had spirit to take him down with her spear. Zhao Yuzhe felt weak facing a hundred 

players alone, but this person in front of him made him feel like, even if there were a hundred players 

blocking her, if she wanted you dead, she would attack despite the odds. 

Jump back. 

Zhao Yuzhe had no other choice. The distance between Hazy Scene and this Battle Mage would already 

be considered close. He thought that she would panic after rushing into so many enemies alone, so he 

hadn’t been concerned, but when she arrived, she chained two skills flawlessly and swept away the 

characters next to him. Afterwards, she immediately closed the distance between herself and his Hazy 

Scene. 

I have to kill her! 

Zhao Yuzhe felt anger surge through him. When his Hazy Scene jumped back, he suddenly lost control 

over his movements and shifted horizontally..... 

Last time he died, he had been moved horizontally too. That time, he had been forced aside by that 

Battle Mage’s Rising Dragon Soars the Sky, but this time? There were no magic undulations around him. 

Instead, there seemed to be some sort of indistinct force in the surrounding air. 

Cloud Grasping Fist! 

How could Zhao Yuzhe not realize by now? If not, then how could he deserve the title of Best Rookie? 

When he thought of this move, Zhao Yuzhe’s heart immediately sunk. 

Where was Cloud Grasping Fist going to bring him? Did that even need to be said? The other side’s 

sudden one-man charge was a tactic especially for him! And this time, he had been caught once again! 

Cloud Grasping Fist..... 

Everyone was prepared for this skill. In a large-scale battle, where boths sides could easily be 

distinguished from one another, Cloud Grasping Fist was a commonly-used skill. Everyone knew that if 

an enemy Qi Master grabbed you, you were guaranteed to die. As a result, everyone was wary of Cloud 

Grasping Fist. Zhao Yuzhe hadn’t been negligent. However, the enemy Battle Mage’s sudden charge 



drew most of his attention. He was then isolated by the Battle Mage and was forced to dodge. Who 

would have thought that the other side would suddenly make things so difficult for him? Before he even 

landed on the ground after his jump, he was caught by Cloud Grasping Fist. 

Aren’t those all Knights in front of him? Where did the Qi Master come? I don’t see any! 

Zhao Yuzhe’s gaze suddenly shifted towards Heavenly Justice. He looked at Enlightened Lord and then 

felt the urge to cough blood. 

How low! 

If he had seen a Qi Master nearby, how would he have been so careless? However, Enlightened Lord 

was standing right in front of the Qi Master, blocking his view. That was why he hadn’t been able to 

defend against it! 

Blocking someone was fine, but you’re even blocking two? Is that so there were no mistakes? 

Zhao Yuzhe thought to himself, but realized that he was wrong. The two Qi Masters weren’t both 

targeting him. 

"Who else are they grabbing?" Zhao Yuzhe couldn’t help but take a quick look around, when he saw that 

valiant Battle Mage was also flying back towards Heavenly Justice. 

However, that Battle Mage was being rescued, while he was being sent to his death. 

No one can interrupt them? 

Zhao Yuzhe hoped someone would be able to, but when he turned around, he lost all hope. After his 

allies had been swept away by that Battle Mage, they were still clambering around. If any one of them 

could accurately aim an attack and interrupt the other side’s Cloud Grasping Fist, that person would 

already be on a pro team. 

The enemy troops formed ring after ring around his landing location. In a short few seconds, they had 

already prepared a coffin and burial spot for him. 

F*ck... they even lit up a will o’ wisp for me. 

Zhao Yuzhe saw Enlightened Lord lighting up the area with a Sacred Fire just for him. 

 


